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Basic Blog Post





A basic blog post is our entry-level blog post offering. Meant for topics that require little research and don’t need an in-depth understanding of the subject matter.

Use Case: Small businesses use these posts for very general/easy-to-understand topics, while agencies often use these for link-building purposes.

 





From: $5.50
















How to Order

Step 1 – Choose the word count, as well as any of the optional add-ons you’d like from the Blog Post Options section. Then, select a quantity and click “Add to cart.”

Step 2 – Once you check out, a simple order form will be emailed to you.

Step 3 – Please fill out and send back the form with the necessary information that we need to write your blog posts, such as topic, keywords and special instructions.




… And That’s It!

Once we receive your order, we will get it processed and written. Once the content writing is complete, we’ll email you the finished content. Typical turn times are 7-10 business days.

What are you waiting for? Give it a try!







Blog Post Options






	Minimum Word Count	
Choose an option
110 Words - $5.50
160 Words - $8.00
210 Words - $10.50
260 Words - $13
310 Words - $15.50
360 Words - $18
410 Words - $20.50
460 Words - $23
510 Words - $25.50
560 Words - $28
610 Words - $30.50
660 Words - $33
710 Words - $35.50

 
	Editing	
Choose an option
No
Yes (1.5 cents/word)

Clear 







Add-On Options

Select from the options below:



	Product Name
	SEO Add-Ons	

Meta Description & Title Tag

	

Keyword Research




	If you don't already have keywords to provide us, we will use our keyword tools to select 3 keywords related to your topic and incorporate them into the content.
	Social/Marketing Add-Ons	

Social Media Post (up to 280 characters)

	

Stock Image




	Image Terms of Use: Images can be used once for publication on blogs, articles, or websites. Images cannot be resold or reused.
	Option(s) Total Per Piece
$0.00
















Δ






	
Subtotal





	
Options





	
Total















Basic Blog Post quantity



Add to cart
















SKU: N/A
Categories: Blogging, Popular















Product Description

Basic blog posts are meant for topics or keywords that require minimal research. These posts are general in nature and do not require an in-depth understanding of the topic or keyword.

Basic blog posts are best served for general industries and are written by our low-tier writing teams.

Basic blog posts can be SEO optimized to include a keyword or keyword phrase of your choice. As with everything else we write, a basic blog post is written from scratch at the time of your order.

Basic blog posts are limited to up to 700 words. If you need blog posts longer than 700 words, please check out the Standard Blog Post or Pro Blog Post options.












FAQs




What does "minimal research" mean?

Answer: “Minimal research” means that the writer will do a quick search to gather some common information about the subject. Minimal research does not include citations to sources or statistics. If you need citations to sources or statistics, check out our Pro Blog Post writing service.




What does "general industries" mean?

Answer: General industries include common services or products. For example: clothing, shoes, plumbing, home repair, etc. If you need content for a more technical industry, check out our Pro Blog Post writing service.




What does "SEO optimized" mean?

Answer: If a keyword or keyword phrase is provided, our writers will optimize the content by strategically including the keyword a few times within the content.















Did You Pick The Right Blog Type?







Basic Blog Post

Currently Selected







	SEO Optimized
	Keyword or Topic Focused
	Minimal Research
	General Industries
	Low-Tier Writers
	Up to 700 Words







Standard Blog Post








	SEO Optimized
	Keyword or Topic Focused
	General Research
	General Industries
	Standard-Tier Writers
	Up to 3,000 Words




Buy




Pro Blog Post








	SEO Optimized
	Keyword or Topic Focused
	In-depth Research
	Technical Industries (legal, financial, medical, etc.)
	High-Tier Writers
	Up to 3,000 Words




Buy


















Basic Blog Post Samples




	Sample #1




Top 5 Ways To Get Healthy

Living a healthy lifestyle can have a miraculous effect on your physical, emotional and mental well-being. The process of getting healthy may seem daunting, but it is actually much easier than you might think. Small changes can have drastic results, and the sooner you take control over your health, the sooner you will reap the rewards. Here are five simple ways to get healthy that you can start implementing today.

1. Start Exercising

Regular exercise is an important part of a healthy lifestyle. You should aim for at least a half-hour of moderate to high-impact exercise every day. Finding an activity or routine you enjoy is the key to ensuring that you stick with it.

2. Eat Fresh

There are hundreds, if not thousands, of fad diets out there promising dramatic results, but most are either not practical, not effective or unhealthy. The easiest way to make sure that you are eating well is to limit your intake of processed foods and to strive to make your diet as plant-based as possible.

3. Drink Water

Water is nature’s miracle tonic. Drinking at least 8-10 cups of water per day gives you more energy and younger looking skin. Plus, it can aid in weight loss.

4. Get Some Sleep

Getting your eight hours of sleep every night is crucial. While you slumber, your body uses that time to reenergize, repair muscles, consolidate memories and release hormones that regulate growth and appetite.

5. Take a Break

Life can be stressful. Pressures at work and at home can take their toll on your mental and emotional health. Take at least 15 to 30 minutes out of each day to relax, away from everyone and everything. Read a book, meditate or go for a walk.

Making these simple changes will set you soundly on the path toward a healthier and happier life. Don’t waste another minute; change can start today.

















Are You an Agency, a Business, or an Enterprise Company?
If so, check out our managed services, which specifically cater to those that spend $1,000 or more on average per month on content writing services.



Click Here
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Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. To learn more, read our Privacy Policy.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. 










Non-necessary 


Non-necessary







Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. 
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